A Semantic Wiki is a collaborative Semantic Web authoring system based on the Wiki framework. It provides a scheme where anonymous users on the Internet can collaborate with each other to build a Semantic Web site. Contrasting to traditional Wikis, it is not easy for end users to author Semantic Wiki pages from scratch without knowledge of the complex RDF/OWL syntax and of ontologies to share semantic information. We propose a new Semantic Wiki system called “KawaWiki” on which end and expert users can collaborate to build a Semantic Web site. KawaWiki generates RDF and Wiki pages based on its RDF templates and validates their consistency with the RDFS description. The RDFS description can be created by importing Web ontologies on the Internet. KawaWiki aims at providing a scheme where end users, expert users and ontologiest seamlessly collaborate to publish semantically consistent RDF and Wiki pages in a Wiki way.